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Paris culture this June ranges from the history of fashion to the lives of dinosaurs with insider views on
famous artists and new culinary hotspots.
Discover our hotel
Mandarin Oriental, Paris

Exhibition
Fashion Forward,
Three Centuries of Fashion (1715-2016)
Located in the Musée des Arts Décoratifs, the
exhibition highlights the history of fashion from the
17th century to modern times with unique pieces from
famous contemporary designers as well as dresses from
various royal courts throughout the years.

As you have surely remarked, each and every Mandarin
Oriental hotel has its own fan, which is at once the
emblem and logo of our brand. Luxurious and elegant,
it represents the singularity and personality of each
establishment.

Musée des Arts Décoratifs until August 14th

Look around the hotel
public areas to find the
one belonging to Mandarin Oriental, Paris designed by
Maison Lesage and discover its history.
One of Paris’ most exciting new addresses is the « childhood dream » of Thierry Marx, the chef of our
fine dining restaurant Sur Mesure. La Boulangerie Thierry Marx is located in the heart of Paris. This new
bakery will have delicious baguettes and croissants as well as inventive light fare such as his “bread
makis”, which combine the form of a Japanese maki with bread and various high quality fillings.

My Paris for the Kids
Age of the Dinosaurs
Located in the Paris children’s
science museum located off of the
Champs Elysees, this exhibition is
a trip from the Jurassic to the Cretaceous
featuring 60 fossils from London’s
Natural History Museum, and explores
the history of a world once ruled by
reptiles.

Exhibition
In the studio. The Artist photographed
from Ingres to Jeff Koons
At the Petit Palais, this fascinating exposition highlights
the secret workshops of the world’s greatest artists seen
by some of the world’s legendary photographers:
Duchamp by Man Ray, Brancusi by Steichen with over
400 rare pictures.
Petit Palais
until July 17th

Palais de la découverte
until August 16th
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